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Delivering public sector efficiencies

The current economic environment is creating unprecedented volatility and challenges for
both public and private sector organizations. Within the public sector the need to find
efficiencies will become acute as governments are forced to cut back spending to bring
public finances back into balance over the medium term. However, the public sector also
faces serious short-term policy and delivery challenges as it seeks to ameliorate the impact
of the current downturn on citizens, families and businesses.

The future is inherently unknowable, but all likely scenarios call for organizational
transformation to create efficiencies while preserving – and often enhancing – policy and
delivery capabilities (Exhibit 1). Organizations across sectors must plan for uncertainty
and adapt to a changing economic context.

Exhibit 1: Organizations face radically uncertain times

No one knows which scenario will prevail
Threats/opportunities for
government

Scenario 2:
Battered, but
resilient.
Prolonged
recession for 2
to 4 years

Severe
global

recession

Moderate
global

recession

Scenario 1:
Regeneration of
globalization
momentum.
Moderate recession
of 3 to 4 quarters
followed by strong
growth

Scenario 4:
Long "freeze".
Recession lasts
for more than 5
years "Japan-
style"

Scenario 3:
Stalled
globalization,
resurgence of
national economies.
Moderate recession
of 1 to 2 years
followed by slow
economic growth

Global credit and capital markets
close down and remain volatile

Global credit and capital markets
reopen and recover

• Expenditure constraints

• Increased delivery
demands (e.g., rising
unemployment, pressure to
close the tax gap, impact
on local communities)

• Shifting roles (e.g.,
increased shareholder role)

• Need to redefine approach
to regulation and role of
government vs. business

• Industrial strategy
challenges (e.g., where
and how to intervene to
protect industry or
business)

However, in whatever way the global economy develops, many public sector organizations
will need to rapidly reduce costs and may often need to restructure their businesses – a
daunting prospect under normal conditions, magnified by today’s roller coaster-like
environment.
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We know that in all sectors, managing costs during growth is challenging. Many private
sector companies have allowed administrative costs to increase over the last few years and
now urgently need to address this (Exhibit 2). As government looks to identify how to
address the challenges of the downturn, it will similarly need to identify the areas where
there is greatest potential to reduce cost – and find ways to bring it down quickly.

Exhibit 2: The opportunity to reduce costs

Automotive, European
USD 248 billion sales, 2007

Tobacco, global
USD 229 billion sales, 2007

Crude steel, global
USD 315 billion sales (selection), 2007

Personal computers, global
USD 260 billion sales, 2007
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* SG&A (selling, general and administrative expenses) – i.e., including head office costs
** COGS (cost of goods sold) plus R&D cost/sales price – i.e., product cost relative to customer value

MANY BUSINESSES HAVE LOST FOCUS ON ADMINISTRATIVE
COSTS, LEADING TO A NEED FOR ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE

2004 05 06 2007 2004 05 06 2007

"By setting higher target
margins … we want to
lower our SG&A costs 10 -
20% in 3 years"

– Peter Löscher,
CEO Siemens

"We will set targets for
SG&A costs to equal 14%
of sales"

– Antonio M. Perez,
CEO and President Kodak

"We should not have let
SG&A get this high"

– Don Carty,
CFO Dell

2004 05 06 2007 2004 05 06 2007

80

But however gloomy the outlook, we believe that this is also an opportunity to rethink the
way in which work is done in the public sector. Major discontinuities are known to drive
step change improvements in the private sector, and to reward companies that adapt to a
changing economic context, by creating new capabilities and taking advantage of new
opportunities. In milder recessions, industry challengers have used the downturn as an
opportunity to replace more than 40 percent of industry-leading companies, and have then
gone on to maintain their new positions over time (Exhibit 3). We believe that this
thinking also applies to the public sector.
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Exhibit 3: Major discontinuities create opportunities

60

100

Pre-down
cycle
leaders

40

100

Post-down
cycle
leaders

40% of industry-leading companies were
not leaders prior to the down cycle

Only 60% of leaders retained their leadership
position

100% =

* Pre-down cycle ranking based on 1998 and 1999, post-down cycle ranking on 2001 and 2002; evaluated change in position of 1,024 US industrial companies
across 27 industries on basis of ROIC and market to book value

Source: Bloomberg, Datastream, Compustat

Proportion of industry-leading companies that retained
their position during the 1998–2002 downturn*

ONLY 60% OF COMPANIES IN THE TOP QUARTILE IN THEIR INDUSTRY BEFORE THE
1998–2002 DOWN CYCLE RETAINED THEIR LEADERSHIP POSITION AFTERWARDS

The current downturn is therefore an opportunity for governments to go beyond reducing
headcount to change underlying activities. By taking this more fundamental approach, it
will also be easier for them to sustain efficiencies over time.

In other words, now is the time to be bold:

� Use this as an opportunity to rethink policy decisions and the way in which policy is
delivered. Is there an opportunity now to revisit changes that were not seen as
possible before? Are some of the policy and delivery challenges of today also an
opportunity to increase the overall effectiveness of the organization?

� Are there opportunities to look again at all of the relationships that you hold? Are
there opportunities to work with others within government to consolidate back office
functions or to renegotiate supplier arrangements?

� Recreate your priorities and culture. Do you want to build a more performance- or
efficiency-oriented culture? Now is the time to address known areas of under-
performance. Employees and other stakeholders are expecting change, so this is an
opportunity to rewire the organization for the new environment before people
refreeze around tired old practices and behaviors.

Some areas of government will proactively hit the challenges head on, taking a robust and
fundamental look at their operating model and ways of doing business, and move the game
on. They will energize their people around a transformation. Others will adopt an
incremental approach that will make it hard, if not impossible, to drive the required
transformation.
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Those that choose to use the downturn as a platform for change will be the ones best
positioned to deal with the fiscal and delivery challenges of the coming years. This paper
addresses three steps that public sector organizations can take to give focus to their
objectives and operating models, streamline their organizations, and build strength and
agility in order to adapt to uncertain economic realities.

IDENTIFY THE MOST POWERFUL IMPROVEMENT LEVERS

In the heat of a fiscal crunch, it is tempting to take an incremental approach to reducing
spend – top-slicing budgets and headcounts. But, however tempting, quick headcount
reductions come at a price – they may run at cross purposes to more powerful changes
(e.g. centralizing shared services or transforming system-wide relationships) and ignore
the tradeoffs between cutting back in some parts of the organization and selectively
building strength in others. Before embarking on a narrowly cast cost-reduction program,
it is wise to consider fully three primary improvement levers (Exhibit 4):

� Get focused. What are the agreed or likely policy responses to the downturn, and
how will the organization need to change to deliver these? Are there opportunities to
restructure your organization, delivery model and system-wide relationships to better
meet current and projected demands? Are there new challenges you need to address?

� Get fit. Streamline the organization and its delivery chain. Seven proven steps can
quickly yield 20 to 35 percent or more savings in running costs. If done thoughtfully
and in a coordinated fashion, these steps can improve the health of the organization at
the same time as improving efficiency.

� Build strength and agility. The most overlooked opportunity in the heat of a crisis is
to invest, selectively, in improving the effectiveness of key functions (e.g.,
procurement, operational improvement) to allow the organization to respond to new
delivery challenges and enhance effectiveness over time. In addition, many
organizations can benefit greatly from targeted investments to strengthen pivotal
roles and functions.

We believe that each of these levers is even more important in the context of the economic
downturn. As we set out later in this paper, each of these levers can be applied at speed by
using a set of tried-and-tested tools, and learning from the defining characteristics of
successful change programs across sectors.
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Exhibit 4: Potential actions to deliver improvement

Get fit Build strength and agilityGet focused

Identify and articulate
policy and delivery
objectives and priorities
given the potential
scenarios for the downturn

1.1

Rethink organisational
master architecture,
including opportunities for
• Cross-government links
• Public vs. private

1.2

Review current operating and
delivery models
• System model, roles and

relationships
• Role of central core
• Opportunity for shared

services and resources
(including flexible resource
pools)

1.3

Expand spans of control and
delayer

2.2

Rationalize activities and
structures
• Eliminate redundant and

orphaned activities
• Consolidate activities with

scale or scope benefits

2.1

Apply lean methodologies to
repeatable operations and
activities throughout the
delivery chain, including cross-
departmental opportunities

2.4

Enforce “best-of-best"
productivity standards and
cost control

2.6

Clarify roles to force clear
accountability

2.3

… and protect health2.7

Better manage organizational
complexity and the barriers this
can create

3.1

Strengthen pivotal roles3.3

Upgrade and better deploy
skils and strengthen talent
system

3.4

Free up leadership time to
concentrate on critical tasks
• Allocate leadership time

against highest priority
improvement areas

• Enhance fiscal ownership

3.2

Reset business and personal
targets and scorecards
• Create targets and incentives

for efficiency improvements
• Bolster and cascade KPIs

3.5

Maximize the effectiveness of
wider management processes
and professional functions

3.6

2 31

Capture commercial savings,
especially on major
programmes and IT

2.5

Align top team and energize
workforce for uncertain times

1.5

Create an accurate cost
baseline

1.4

ALIGN ON PRIORITIES AND BOUNDARIES

Yes, there are three broad areas of potential improvements – but which are the most
important and the most urgent? Do you have the time and resources to pursue every
opportunity?

We suggest using a three-step process that first quickly focuses the organization on the
most valuable and most urgent opportunities, next launches diagnostic and improvement
teams, and finally designs a comprehensive transformation program with a prioritized and
sequenced set of initiatives (Exhibit 5).
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Exhibit 5: Start by aligning the top team on the nature of the challenge and
potential opportunities

Launch workshop
“Roll back the future”

Opportunities to get clear on
aims and operating models?

Opportunities to get fit?

Opportunities to build strength
and agility?

Kick-off workshop
Set priorities and boundaries

1 day 2–8 weeks 1–2 days

Deepen diagnostic,
capture quick wins,
prioritize initiatives

Identify major
efficiency areas

Agree initiatives
and leaders

Diagnostic
checkpoints

1. Confront the
reality of today

2. Develop an
aspiration
around both
performance
and health

3. Frame the
potential path
ahead

4. Prioritize and
sequence
initiatives

5. Invest in the
right leaders to
drive change

6. Prepare to
evaluate,
challenge, and
refresh

2 weeks 2–4 weeks

Transformation
planning

Preparation

The start of this process is a kick-off workshop that aligns the top team on priorities and
boundaries. Get the facts on the table and discuss their implications:

� Policy responses. What are the major policy responses, already agreed or likely, in
response to the downturn?

� Severity of financial situation. What level of savings will be required to meet
restrictions in government spending and what savings have already been identified?

� Efficiency targets. What guidance should teams receive? How much do they need to
generate and in what time frame?

� Likely sources of efficiency improvement. Which areas do the team judge to be most
promising and what are their boundaries?

� Resourcing. Given the size of the challenge, who are the right leaders to pursue the
program and initiatives, and what support do they need?

This initial alignment is meant to identify opportunities, not to solve the problem
completely. Success is a top team aligned on the mandate for change, with crystal-clear
point responsibility for the initiatives that it is agreed are most likely to have impact.

Depending on the complexity of the situation this alignment should take from as little as a
few days up to two weeks at most. Many organizations have found that scheduling a top
team workshop one to two weeks after the outset applies productive pressure that quickly
cuts through analysis paralysis and difficulties reaching agreement on direction and
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resourcing. Executed well, such workshops create engaged leadership, which in turn builds
the organizational buy-in required for successful and rapid opportunity capture.

Properly scoped diagnostic teams then investigate potential opportunities in greater depth
and identify both impact potential and implementation feasibility. This step typically takes
six to eight weeks, but the timing can vary depending on the scale of the organization and
the resources used. Exhibit 6 describes how one public sector organization has applied this
thinking.

Exhibit 6: G7 national government employment agency

RATIONALIZED NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND LOCAL ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE,
SUPPORTED BY A NEW PERFORMANCE CULTURE

• Fundamental redesign of the organization
– Head office head count reduced from 1,200 to 400
– Clarification and significant redesign of the roles of the head

office, regional offices and local agencies
• Introduction of new performance culture and a new local

business system
– New KPIs and target-oriented management processes at

every level of the organisation, linking policy objectives to
local office performance

– Systematic customer channeling and specialization in local
agencies, reflecting differing customer needs

– Systematic differentiated counseling of customers: program
spend on labor-market integration allocated on the basis of
customer characteristics and standardized action plans

– Investment in capability building – managerial and frontline
• Delivery of rapid operational improvements

– >$10 billion in annual savings through better allocation of
program spend

– Reduction in waiting times by 40% in six weeks in pilot, with
waiting time largely eliminated in subsequent years

– Amount of quality counseling time in reorganized offices
doubled in two weeks

• High unemployment #1 political issue in
the country
– Intense pressure to improve outcomes

and reduce cost in the face of
sustained high unemployment

– Rising program and administrative
costs, with significant variation in
performance and costs across offices

– 90,000 employees, working in highly
complex structures with unclear
boundaries between different layers of
the organization

– Lack of external confidence in the
agencies

• Comprehensive performance
transformation initiative starting from an
in-depth diagnostic
– Initial diagnostic by central, co-located

team identified principal improvement
levers over six months

– Responsibility for delivery devolved to
local agencies through an extensive
network of change agents

ImpactSituation and approach

Different organizations will use different combinations of the levers described here. For
some, business restructuring (e.g. transfers of functions, creation of shared service centers)
will play a major role. Given the financial environment, many will also find large
opportunities in procurement, or opportunities to enhance capabilities to meet new
challenges. There is no single right answer, so take the time to think through how many
diagnostic and improvement teams you really need and how they should be scoped.
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LAUNCH DIAGNOSTIC AND IMPROVEMENT TEAMS

Depending on the situation you will likely launch teams that will identify improvement
opportunities in three areas. For each of these areas a core set of questions needs to be
addressed. In each case we have developed a set of tools to support systematic, objective
analysis and decision-making on choices and trade-offs.

� Get focused – align your policy and operating model (Exhibit 7). Your most
thoughtful leaders should head these efforts, including up-and-comers who in time
will take on senior roles in the organization. They should address a set of critical
questions in determining the strategic direction of the organization:

� Mandate creativity: what are the sources of policy innovation?

� What is the “master architecture” of the organization under not one but multiple
future scenarios? Are there any no-regrets restructuring moves? Are there trigger
points for potential moves that depend on economic conditions?

� What changes could be made to wider roles and relationships across your delivery
agencies or wider organizations at different tiers of government, or in the private
or nonprofit sectors?

� What is the baseline for costs across the organization?

� Is there a shared set of aspirations, and a common understanding of the
opportunities, challenges and choices to be made, across your leadership team?
How has this been communicated across your workforce?

Exhibit 7: Get focused – align your policy and operating model

Actions to consider End product examples

1.5 Align top team and energize
workforce for uncertain times

Identify and articulate policy and
delivery objectives and priorities
given the potential scenarios for the
downturn

1.1

1.2 Rethink organizational master
architecture

European stainless demand
Million tons per annum, EU 27 + 3

4.0

3.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

Scenarios and implications

"Quick recovery"
• Complete cost cutting program
• Continue operational excellence
• Restart CapEx plan in 2010 - 2011
• Stand by to acquire Competitor X’s BU

1

"Prolonged slump"
• Close/ curtail investment programs X and Y
• Optimize Site 1 and 2 production

2

3 "Further decline"
• Focus on Sites 3 and 4 only – divest others
• Trim all SG&A to match very lean and focused

operation

2008 09 10 11 12 2013

Potential scenarios

Closure/ divestment scenarios are heavily influenced by
demand picture and pricing levels

Source: McKinsey

DISGUISED CLIENT EXAMPLE
BASIC MATERIALS

Scenario 4Scenario 2Scenario 1Current situation

Moderate recession of 1 - 2 years
followed by slow growth

Organizational master architecture implications

CEO

CEOEurope
CEO CE,
ME, APA

CFO

Global
tech

Global
mktg

OpCo OpCo
Affili-
ates

Center
functions

Key improvement actions
• Consolidate all customer

service into one location
• Standardize post close support

processes across all
customers/ BUs

• Dedicate support teams with
clear interfaces

• Put in place SLAs for
outsourced support functions

4560
-25%

9590

Year 1Year 0

+6%

Impact

Customer service costs
EUR million

Delivery reliability
Percent

• Keep master architecture
• Radically consolidate support functions to capture

savings and standardize to reduce complexity
• Outsource transactional support functions to capture

savings
• Divest BU X

Key org implications

CEO BU X

Divest

Outsource
transactional

Consolidate,
standardize

ILLUSTRATIVE

Scenario 3

Leading
self

Leading
business

Leading
others

• Motivating and inspiring in a
more challenging
environment

• Role-modeling the way,
including new behaviors

• Setting clear expectations,
empowering and having
performance conversations
that clearly and simply link
performance and
reward/ consequence

• Recognizing contributions,
not only through compen-
sation

• Balancing accountability and
empowerment - make goals
clear and trust the decision
maker

• Upgrading communi-
cations – systematic, 2-way,
engaging down the line

Source: McKinsey & Company Leadership Services

Actions to align the top team and energize the
workforce

• Having clear objectives and action plans
despite external uncertainty

• Effectively managing time and priorities
in a rapidly changing environment

• Striving to increase self-awareness and
develop own leadership style despite
heightened stress

• Providing clear direction in
the face of great
uncertainty

• Driving focused and fast
execution against tighter
operational targets

• Adjusting supporting
systems and processes to
address new realities

• Ensuring continuous
improvement and renewal
amidst a possibly gloomy
environment

• Prioritizing efforts - make
real trade-offs

1.3 Review current operating and
delivery models

1.4 Create an accurate cost baseline
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� Get fit – streamline the organization (Exhibit 8). Building from an accurate cost
baseline, ask your teams to create an “opportunity matrix” that summarizes potential
savings against this baseline. Ask for detail on the source (e.g., delayering vs.
centralization) and where in the organization costs will be saved. Have them create a
“cost pareto” that prioritizes potential cost initiatives by improvement potential at
stake and ease of capture, keeping also in mind the effects that each one will have on
overall organizational health.

� Where can efficiencies be created by de-layering the organization?

� Can organizational structures and activities be rationalized – whether through
prioritizing essential activities, consolidating activities with scale or scope
benefits, or creating a more streamlined but effective corporate centre?

� What changes are needed to ensure clear accountabilities?

� What benefits to efficiency, effectiveness and customer service can be delivered
through lean transformation? Where existing programs are in place, have the full
benefits been captured?

� What efficiencies can be obtained in external spend? Where can an enhanced
commercial relationship support delivery of major programs?

� What approach to performance management will ensure that near-term efficiency
gains are captured, with transparency on costs and performance?

� What actions are needed to ensure that efficiency gains do not compromise the
core capabilities and assets that are essential to long-term delivery?

Exhibit 8: Get fit – across the entire organization

Actions to consider

Typical impact –
20–35% of addressed cost
base!

Expand spans of control and de-
layer

2.1

Rationalize activities and structures2.2

Clarify roles to force clear
accountability

2.3

Apply lean methodologies to
repeatable operations and activities

2.4

Capture commercial savings
especially on major programmes
and IT

2.5

Enforce "best-of-best" productivity
standards and cost control

2.6

… and protect health2.7

End product examples

– Identify initiatives by lever (across
units) and/ or by unit

5

5% Reduction
(percent)

EUR/ USD saving
(millions)

5 5 5

3 1

10 13 12

3 2 1

1 2 3

5 5 7

25

… 20

… 60

4 5 3

2 0 0

15 10 10

2 2 2

5 5 4

5 4 4

… 20

… 20

… 50

39 35 28 21 20 21 … 200

TotalBU1 BU2 BU3 Finance HR IT …

…

2

10% 10% 10%

20% 1%

10% 13% 12%

12% 10% 4%

1% 2% 3%

5% 5% 7%

10%

… 20%

… 30%

4% 5% 3%

…% …% …%

…% …% …%

2% 2% 2%

…% …% …%

…% …% …%

… 20%

… 20%

… 20%

15% 25% 18% 21% 20% 21% … 20%

…

7%

15 10 10 5 4 4 … 50

…% …% …% …% …% …% … 20%

Overall for unit

Expand span of control and
de-layer

2.1

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

Eliminate redundant functions,
processes, and activities

Minimize the corporate center
and consolidate activities

Clarify roles and reset pay grades

Enforce productivity standards
and cost control

2.2

Lean out processes and
activities

… and protect health2.7

Opportunity matrix ILLUSTRATIVE

2nd priority

Later launch

Priority/ sequencing

Mid-term launch Immediate launch

• Initiative 4 • Initiative 1
• Initiative 2
• Initiative 3

• Initiative 7
• Initiative 8

• Initiative 5
• Initiative 6

• Initiative 9
• Initiative 10

• Initiative 12

High

Medium

Low

Value
at stake

• Initiative 11

• Initiative 13

Only when cost savings
needed even at some
risk

• Ease of implementation
• Risk
• Resource requirements

No regrets – 1st
priority for appointing
leaders and teams

Low value –
do not bother

Cost initiative pareto ILLUSTRATIVE

1

2
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� Build strength and agility – selectively (Exhibit 9). This diagnostic, the most
challenging, requires both an assessment of “hard” economic impact from improving
key functions like procurement, and a more qualitative assessment of how steps that
remove bottlenecks from decision-making can improve broader organizational
effectiveness. These diagnostics are often led by senior leaders, with extensive HR
support.

� Where can decision-making or delivery be enhanced by removing barriers that
result from the need to work across complex organizations or to involve wide
numbers of stakeholders?

� If you started from a fresh sheet, how would you allocate leadership time against
your top priorities, i.e. those decisions or interventions that just cannot be
delegated?

� What changes are needed to ensure that leaders in pivotal roles – whether relating
to policy, professional functions or delivery – have the skills, decision rights and
the levers of influence they need?

� How do you ensure that you have the skills you need where you need them, and a
sustainable model for growing, retaining and deploying talent? What new or
additional skills could you access or develop?

� Which targets – qualitative and quantitative – will ensure that your organizational
priorities flow down to a unit and individual level? Which metrics are most
important to the organization’s performance and health?

� How far are you on your journey to embed best-in-class management and
professional functions, e.g. in finance, procurement and IT?

Exhibit 9: Build strength and agility – selectively – through
targeted actions to de-bottleneck and increase effectiveness

Actions to consider

3.1 Better manage organizational
complexity and the barriers this
can create

Free up leadership time to
concentrate on critical tasks

3.2

Strengthen pivotal roles3.3

Upgrade and better deploy skills
and strengthen talent system

3.4

Reset business and personal
scorecards

3.5

Maximise the effectiveness of
wider management processes and
professional functions

3.6

Execution

Alignment

Direction
44%

External
orientation
53%

Innovation
34%

Environment &
Culture
76%

Account-
ability
53%

Capabilities
52%

Motivation
53%

Leadership
59%

Renewal

Driver effectiveness key

Not effective, < 50%

Superior, 70 - 84%

Distinctive, 85%+

Common, 50 - 69%

Coordination
and control

38%

3054424711

2741344110

254033649

376551398

516558217

255138426

368460345

184129134

295643163

0331752

0522691

Individual
complexity
experienced
within unit

Individual
complexity
experienced
throughout entire
organizat ion

Overall
individual
complexityNArea

Organizational health and complexity profile

Value map

Lever EffortTime

Key Time
Less than 3 months to impact

3 - 6 months to impact

Greater than 6 months to impact

Effort
Less than USD 200k
investment

USD 200 - 500k investment

Greater than USD 500k
investment

Profit impact
USD millions

Total

Improve inventory turns in BUs C and D

Bring BUs A and B accounts receivable
and payable up to average standard

Separate product A and B production
processes to increase supply

Merge ‘buyer’ roles to create benefits of
scale and enhance staff capabilities

Tender for central supplier in certain regions

Appoint central distributor
to manage smaller accounts

Redesign sales channels by key
customer accounts

Create new pricing points through product
bundles in several categories

Launch ‘mini waves’ of ideas for
performance improvement

Strengthen spending policies for
non-customer facing items

Procurement

Pricing

Supply chain man-
agement/plant
operations

Sales force

Working capital
management

A

B

C

D

E

CLIENT EXAMPLE

End product examples
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PRIORITIZING YOUR CHANGE INITIATIVES

Teams can assess the areas above in about six to eight weeks. At the end of this time the
organization will be able to take some initial decisions, and will have a comprehensive,
prioritized set of initiatives that maximizes near-term impact and optimizes the future
state.

However, for this type of program to be successful it will be important for the leadership
team to be aligned around a series of challenging questions:

� How will we integrate new initiatives into existing change programs, and which do
we prioritize?

� How will we reconcile competing demands for resources from various improvement
teams?

� How will we sequence initiatives to both capture impact from quick no-regrets
actions and preserve improvement from long-term structural changes?

In our experience, your best bet is to convene your top team, along with the leaders who
investigated each improvement lever, in a multi-day workshop to “roll back the future”
and address these issues (Exhibit 10).  

Such programs usually only deliver what they are able to measure, so the output of this
workshop should be a clear action plan with targets that can be used as benchmarks.

Exhibit 10: A launch workshop aligns the top team on the actions and trade-offs
necessary to unlock the three improvement levers

• How might the overall economy and the organisation’s role evolve (scenarios)?
• What are the major policy responses, already agreed or likely, in response to the downturn?
• What unique opportunities to rethink our delivery model might we have by scenario?
• What risks must we guard against?
• What organizational and delivery models should we aim for?
• What are the implications for cost cutting – how much must we lean out and where?

Where should we not make cuts?
• What are the implications for areas where we should invest to build strength and agility – what capabilities will

be core to future success?

• Are there no-regrets steps that should be taken immediately?
• How should other potential initiatives be prioritized, e.g.,

– Timing/magnitude of cost reduction (now vs. in 6 months vs. next year)?
– Support of potential structural moves?

• What specific initiatives should be launched now vs. in 6 months vs. next year?
– How should they be staffed?
– What performance targets will these initiatives achieve? By when?
– How will these be built into the budget?
– How should they be integrated into existing change programs and initiatives?

• What other current initiatives should be re-scoped to meet new challenges or fund priority initiatives?

• What is the slate of opportunities to reduce cost in the organization (cost Pareto)?
– Impact/risk?
– Ease of implementation?
– Timing/sequencing requirements?
– Fit with scenarios/new organizational and delivery models?

• Are there attractive opportunities to invest in to build institutional strength and agility?
– Impact/risk?
– Ease of implementation?
– Timing/sequencing requirements?
– Fit with scenarios/new organizational and delivery models?

• What’s the master list of potential initiatives, eliminating overlapping and inconsistent initiatives?
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LEARN FROM OTHERS

We have talked about a variety of ways to find opportunities in the economic downturn.
But before launching any restructuring journey, leaders should carefully reflect on lessons
from others who have taken this path before. It is difficult to make transformation
programs succeed: many surveys, including our own, put the success rate at less than 40
percent.1 Our recent research on what makes transformation programs succeed, however,
underscores the fact that a set of specific tactics promote successful outcomes.2

� Be aspirational. Programs founded solely on fear rarely lead to long-term success.
Motivate your employees with both a clear, compelling view of the future (a “North
Star” to guide the way) and aggressive cost reduction and performance improvement
targets (a “burning platform”). In our research, 56 percent of transformations where
well-defined stretch targets were established succeeded, vs. 21 percent where they
were not.

� Assemble a winning team. It’s all too easy to delegate leadership of performance
improvement teams to second-tier managers, on the rationale that the most capable
are needed to run the organization. This is a recipe for mediocre results. Think of the
scale of opportunity and change; hook up your strongest horses to the biggest
ploughs.

� Lead from the top. Personal leadership sets the agenda as a priority for the
organization and maintains momentum. Force objectivity by insisting on facts vs.
opinions, and ensuring brutal honesty. Ask tough probing questions and maintain the
pressure to deliver more: What are the benchmarks? What do staff and stakeholders
say? What would happen if we were more ambitious in the depth or speed of change?
What roadblocks need to be removed to get this done? Transformations with strong
CEO involvement were more than twice as likely to succeed (a 49 percent success
rate vs. 24 percent without).

� Engage the front line. Ensure that the changes are understood and owned throughout
the organization or delivery chain – right down to the front line. Programs which
ensured frontline ownership of change were 71 percent more likely to succeed than
those without.

1 For example, see “Organizing for successful change management: A McKinsey Global Survey,” July 2006; and
“Creating organizational transformations: McKinsey Global Survey Results,” August 2008, both available on
www.mckinseyquarterly.com.

2 See “Voices on transformation – Insights from business leaders on how to manage successful change,” March 2009.
Research from 2008 McKinsey global survey on performance transformation comprising responses from 2,994
executives with recent transformation experience.
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� Align mindsets and behaviors. What kind of culture are you trying to build?
Communicating this isn’t enough. Make sure you reinforce with the right measures
and incentives and get your management team to proactively role model and reward
the behaviors you want.

� Don’t get lost in the short term and maintain a positive slant. Even if conditions
demand a strong focus on near-term performance, find a way to emphasize at least
one investment to build new areas of capability, in order to provide the organization
with a positive outlook for the future. Balancing positive and negative messages
increased the chance of success by more than a third. Make sure senior management
maintains long-term focus, rather than shifting to other initiatives. Sequence
initiatives over time, depending on their impact.

Each of these factors is important on its own. In combination, they have the potential to
radically improve the chances of success. Those change programs that used all six
identified change tactics were four times as likely to be successful as those that only used
one (Exhibit 11).

Exhibit 11: Using multiple tactics radically improves chance of
success
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Share of transformations described as extremely/ very successful, % of
respondents, n = 2,994

More than 4 times as
likely to succeed

* The six tactics in this survey were: establishing well-defined stretch targets; assuring strong CEO involvement; organizing a clear structure for change; ensuring
frontline ownership of change; implementing an equal mix of positive and negative messages; and launching a large-scale, collaborative planning effort

Source: “Voices on transformation – Insights from business leaders on how to manage successful change,” March 2009. Research from 2008 McKinsey global survey on
performance transformation comprising responses from 2,994 executives with recent transformation experience.

* * *

As the current economic situation plays out, different organizations – in the private and the
public sector – will take different approaches to grappling with the challenges it creates.
There is, however, a real opportunity to use the downturn to create a step change both in
efficiency and in outcomes.
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